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STUDENTS CALL ON UNIVERSITY TO DIVEST
Dozens of students from across student groups at the University set up tents and
camped in the center of Jones Circle on Thursday, April 28 to protest the Board
of Trustees’ slow progress on divestment from fossil fuels. Led by the ECO club,
the protesters met at 12 p.m. on the April 28 and planned on remaining in front
of the fountain until a board member personally met with the students and took
their newly drafted resolution. The resolution was collected from the ECO club
on Saturday, April 30 by a Board member, 45 hours after the students first began
their protest.
The reasoning for the protest, according to ECO President Curtis Mraz, was to
encourage quicker action on divestment. “We have been in conversation with the
board of trustees for about two years now about divestment from fossil fuels and we
appreciate their engagement thus far…but the process is moving at an excruciatingly
slow pace, and we feel like we need to foster a sense of urgency,” said Mraz.
Prior to the collection of the resolution by the board member, both Liz Collins,
secretary of the board, and President Ronald Thomas attempted to collect the
resolution, but ECO requested that a board member come and pick up the
document.
According to ECO Club, the University has over $40 million dollars invested in
the fossil fuel industry. ECO’s demands, according to their pamphlet “A Call to
Divest,” are that the University:

International Programs struggle to meet
By Ashley Malin
student needs

During spring semester of 2014, a
survey was conducted by the International
Education Committee (IEC) examining
possible reasons for the decreasing numbers
in students choosing not to study abroad
for a semester. This survey was conducted
towards students who had indicated an
initial interest in study abroad through an
advisor meeting, but chose not to go abroad.
Two reasons were indicated by students
in the survey: students not being able to fit
study abroad into their academic program,
especially with double majors or not being
able to study abroad for financial reasons.
The 2007 financial policy change is based on
students’ financial merit aid not exceeding
the need based financial aid on their FAFSA
forms. If the merit aid exceeds the financial
aid, students cannot take the financial
assistance with them while they are studying
abroad.
“The IEC is troubled by this policy,”
Professor and co-chair of the IEC
Committee Eric Orlin said. “We would like
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students to take their entire financial aid
package.”
Former 2014-2015 Pac Rim students
expressed frustration over this policy and
lack of financial aid merit based support.
Senior Erik Hammerlund who had $18,000
in merit based aid was one Pac Rim student
who could not take this financial aid with
him while abroad. “It’s not like your merit
is going down while abroad,” Hammerlund
said. “They should continue funding that.”
Senior and former 2014-2015 Pac Rim
student, Elise Hooker had earned $18,000
through her Dean’s Scholarship, but could
not take the financial aid with her on Pac
Rim. “It wasn’t applicable to studying
abroad,” Hooker said. “It was only applicable
if I was studying on campus, which I think
is ridiculous, especially for Pac Rim because
Pac Rim is a University of Puget Sound
based study abroad program.
“That was a large sum of money and it was
something that I earned and I don’t think

continued on pg. 2

By Casey O’Brien

1)
Abstain from all new investments in the Underground 200, including the
Filthy 15, and private hydrocarbon companies
2) Divest from all current holdings in the Underground 200, including the Filthy
15, and private hydrocarbon companies
ECO calls for this within the next five years.
The Underground 200 is a term which refers to the top 100 global coal and top
100 global oil and gas companies globally, as ranked by potential carbon emissions
of their reserves, according to Fossil Free Indexes, a divestment activism group.
The ECO club calls for the board to vote on divestment at their meeting in
September, according to Mraz.

READ THE COALITION FOR DIVESTMENT OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND’S LETTER TO THE EDITOR ON PG. 3

Reports surface of lead in Tacoma water

By Casey O’Brien

On
April 19, Tacoma Public Utilities
(TPU) reported that four homes in South
Tacoma had found unexpected amounts of
lead in their pipes. All homes that reported
lead content were in South Tacoma. According to the Tacoma-based News Tribune,
some samples contained 100-400 parts per
billion of lead. The acceptable limit suggested by the Environmental Protection Agency
is 15 parts per billion.
The lead content was due to gooseneck lead
piping that had been installed in the early 1900s, the utilities company concluded.
Lead piping is much more common in older homes—they serve to connect home water meters to main lines. This is a significant
difference from Flint, Michigan, as the issues are not caused by the water supply itself, simply by pipes which can be removed
and replaced.
On April 25 and 26, six Tacoma schools
also reported high lead content, which according to TPU was due to lead goosenecks
and pipe fixtures. These elementary schools
were Mann, Reed, Whittier, De Long,
Manitou Park, and the Madison Head Start
program, part of the Tacoma School district,
according to the News Tribune. The super-

intendent of Tacoma Schools stated that
“We know that we need to put in some failsafe measures. We didn’t have enough” to the
News Tribune.
According to the TPU website, there are
other locations that could have lead goosenecks.
“We estimate that there may be up to 1,700
(approximately 2% of customers) remaining
lead goosenecks installed in our system. Records from that era did not include whether
a lead gooseneck was used, so we will continue to sample and identify these locations,” said an announcement on the website said.
According to an email from the head of facilities services Robert Kief, following the
announcement representatives from TPU
arrived on campus to check the University’s
water supply. It was concluded that there
was no gooseneck lead piping on campus.
However, in order to be certain, the university requested random samples of water
from various locations on campus including
residence halls, on campus houses and academic buildings.
The tests were concluded and no lead was
discovered in water samples across campus.
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AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
NOW A MAJOR
By Tyler Randazzo

African American studies is the latest academic
program to be added as a major at the University
of Puget Sound. African American studies has
functioned as an interdisciplinary minor since
it was founded in 1995. African American
Studies Professor Grace Livingston said that
since its inception, both students of color and
white students at the University had expressed
interest in African American studies becoming
a major. “Students indicate an intensely growing
and definitively articulated request for a major
in African American Studies, which has also
accompanied the program’s increasingly robust
presence and course offerings. Our decision
to create a major is influenced in part by this
longstanding and increasing expression of
interest from students,”Professor Livingston said.
The formal process to become a major began in
2009 with the African American Studies faculty
and Faculty Advisory Committee, which took
the form of hosting several retreats and extended
meetings. Of this process, Professor Livingston
said it took several stages. “The large arcs of
our thinking can be expressed in the following
ways: ‘Assessment and Directions,’ ‘Considering
Salient Issues Related to the Question of a
Major’ and ‘Revising the Minor and Developing
a Major,’” Professor Livingston explained. Some
of those underlying considerations included
developing a plan of action, examining African
American Studies programs at peer institutions,
and developing key features for the program
at Puget Sound as well as the implications
involved. “Throughout our deliberations we
were attentive and kept returning to matters of
student interest; faculty, staff, and institutional
resources; relationships with interdisciplinary
programs; and the broad context of questions
regarding the status of liberal arts institutions
on issues of relevance, direction, and viability in
a rapidly changing educational environment,”
Professor Livingston noted. During this time,
ongoing work continued, including two Race
and Pedagogy National Conferences as well
as local and regional summits and conferences.
“We continued to reflect on, discuss and
refine our proposal throughout. In 2014 we
secured a Burlington Northern Grant to work
toward completion of our final proposal for
submission to the Curriculum Committee,
which we submitted in January 2015,” Professor
Livingston said of the process.
New classes offered with the new major program
include Methods in African American Studies,
Public Scholarship, and Research Seminar
in African American Studies, according to
Professor Livingston. “Students will be able to
choose four elective units, including two depth
and two breadth courses, from across a selected
and pertinent range of departmental and
program offerings, with three of the four taken at
the upper-division level, and approved through
advising,” Professor Livingston added. Professor
Livingston also noted that African American
studies will maintain its interdisciplinary
component both as a major and as a department.
This is an intentional decision on the part of the
department in order to maintain the character
at the core of African American Studies.
“Interdisciplinarity is at the core of the field’s
mode of being and self-understanding as this
characteristic was foundational to the formation
of African American Studies as it emerged

nationally, in the late 1960s, at predominantly
white colleges and universities. The critical,
ranging and intersecting social struggles and
movements which marked that era and framed
the conditions for organizing the call and push
for what became African American Studies, also
included a gritty epistemological dimension.
There was fierce questioning of the exclusionary
and supremacist lenses and logic of the long
and dominant arc of Eurocentric knowledge
traditions, with an aim to expand the range of
perspectives, standpoints, histories, ontologies,
and epistemologies,” Professor Livingston
explained. Livingston said that this decision
was recursively connected to the creation and
development of the department through the
leadership of Professor Dexter Gordon, the
Director of African American Studies at Puget
Sound. Professor Livingston called this an
“infusion conceptual model of operating. “We
made the decision for this model believing that
it would allow African American Studies to
focus on influencing, connecting with, giving
to and learning from the wider curricular,
intellectual and civic life of the campus and
beyond, through active sharing of the ideas,
literature, discourses and practices of the field.
An important impetus was to infuse the dual
African American Studies commitments of
rigorous scholarship and responsible civic
engagement in the service of justice into
the multiple phases of the academic life and
pedagogical practices across the Puget Sound
campus. The results of such an interdisciplinary
and infusion commitment are evidenced, for
instance, in the growth of the African American
Studies curriculum and in the emergence of the
Race and Pedagogy Initiative alongside this,”
Professor Livingston said. As for the benefits of
this model, Livingston says it benefits the way in
which students and faculty approach scholarship.
“It remains re-energizing for me to witness the
ways in which the African American Studies
faculty and faculty advisory demonstrate this
tandem ethos of interdisciplinarity and infusion.
The pedagogical yield of this ethos among
students is for me palpable and moving, and
a source of learning and reflection. As a major
and a department, African American Studies is
determined to deepen the practice of this ethos
and take care of its legacy,” Professor Livingston
explained. Professor Renee Simms also spoke to
The Trail about the significance of the program
to the institution. “Having African American
Studies as a major and department is significant
for more reasons than I have time to name, but
not least among them is the message it sends to
academic communities and prospective students
about knowledge production on our campus.
We will be the only liberal arts college in this
region that offers the major this way and this
distinguishes [Puget Sound]. It places us ahead
of peer institutions and allows us to prepare our
graduates for a diverse American society and
economy. On a more personal note, I’ve had firstyear students express an interest in majoring in
African American Studies each semester since
2011, so I’m thrilled that we are able to respond
to the student interest that I’ve observed firsthand. The major is going to increase the texture
and scope of a Puget Sound education,” Simms
said.
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they had the right to take away from me, so I was actually quite upset
about that. For Pac Rim, which was a special case, a program that Puget
Sound has created, they should back it up,” Hooker continued.
Recently, the IEC presented a recommendation to the Puget Sound
President to change the financial aid policy for study abroad in order to
enable more students to go abroad who normally cannot. “The IEC feels
more strongly for a program like Pac Rim where students should be able
to take all their financial aid,” Orlin said.
Despite a decline in students choosing to study abroad for a spring
or fall semester, through 2010-2016, numbers have risen indicating
an interest and preference for faculty-led and summer study abroad
programs. These programs are less costly for the university and do not
interfere with student’s absence or credit transfer during the academic
year.
Orlin expresses concern that a two weeks faculty-led or summer
program is not enough to absorb the culture of a host country compared
to fourteen weeks. IEC is currently examining the benefits of these
programs and how much they should be promoted.
As of late, International Studies offers one hundred and thirty different
study abroad programs, but the decline of student numbers choosing to
go abroad for a semester causes an excess to funding programs offered
that recruit less Puget Sound students.
“They’re trying to cut down because there’s too many and there’s too
much overlapping in terms of the programs that are offered,” senior
and 2014-2015 Pac Rim student Ian Craighead said. “I think they are
trying to get more bang for their buck and try to have a diverse amount
of programs offered. There’s programs that people haven’t gone on in
years.”
Returning students remark on the importance of their study abroad
experience to their college experience, and students planning on study
abroad speak to their excitement.
Students like Hammerlund who have done Pac Rim have made
connections in multiple countries they have visited. Junior Kyle Chong
and future Pac Rimmer hopes to re-trace his roots in Taiwan and former
Pac Rimmer senior KC Dolson hopes to go back to India to visit the
orphanage where she was adopted from.
Students also express the importance of connecting their learning
abroad to campus experience.
“I have a friend in every country,” Hammerlund said on his Pac Rim
experience. “Asia is the next big thing. If we want to stay relevant, we
need to be informed citizens.”
“Everything to do with Southeast Asia wasn’t really talked a lot about
on campus or even provided, so we were actually really excited to hear
in the summer we got back that we actually got a grant supporting the
expansion of Southeast Asian Studies on campus, which started the Thai
language and Bahasa languages that are being awarded,” Hooker said.
One of these exchanges included recruiting Fulbright teacher,
Harjinder Kaur from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia to teach Malay culture
class and Bahasa Malay conversation hour this 2015-2016 academic
year.
Hammerlund, who participated in Bahasa Malay conversation hours,
shares the opinion that Southeast Asian Studies should be enhanced
more into the academic curriculum, including re-implementing Asian
Studies as a major/minor. “I think Asian Studies should go back to
being a major/minor,” Hammerlund said. “As an emphasis, it doesn’t
have as much prestige.”
“[Pac Rim] has channeled me back to Indonesian,” Hammerlund said.
“It has convinced me to want to stay in Asia. I could see myself ending
up with an NGO. The whole continent is seeking educated, passionate
people.”
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SECURITY UPDATES
The following incidents occurred on
campus and were reported to Security
Services between April 19, 2016 and
April 25, 2016:
·
(1) Theft from Vehicle: A student reported his car stereo stolen
from his vehicle while it was parked in
the lot south of the WSC. The vehicle
was entered by breaking the door lock
on the passenger side of the vehicle.
·
(1) Illegal dumping: A piece of
furniture (couch) was dumped in the
lot by the Chapel.
·
(1) Vandalism: A power transformer near N. 14th and Alder Streets

was vandalized with silver spray paint.
·
(2) Drug Violation: Security
staff responded to two complaints of
marijuana use in a the residence halls.
·
(1) Alcohol Violation: Security
staff documented an alcohol violation
in a residence hall.
Crime Prevention
·
Be mindful of personal and university property by keeping it secured
or with you at all times. This includes
office areas and residential spaces.
·
Secure your residence and/or
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room – especially at night while sleeping. If you are leaving for Spring
Break, please take valuables with you
if possible.
·
Good quality “U-Bolt” style
locks are highly recommended. Use
additional locks to secure high end
components (wheels, etc.) to the bicycle when stored.
·
Always immediately report suspicious activity to Security Services or
Tacoma Police.
·
Please review the training video: Shots Fired on Campus located
at www.pugetsound.edu/emergency.

(Puget Sound username and password
required.
·
Vehicles may not be stored on
campus over the summer. Please take
your vehicle home or make arrangements to store it off-campus if you will
be away for the summer.
Security Services
·
Security is open and staffed
24/7 to serve the university community.
·
Utilize the Security Courtesy Escort Service if you find yourself

walking alone on campus – especially
at night. This service is also available
to some areas off-campus.
·
Please update the university
with your cellular telephone number.
We need it send you important Security Alert messages.
·
Visit our website and check us
out on Facebook to learn more about
our services and stay up to date on
campus security.
·
Let us know if you have information about any of the incident described above.
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Letter to the Editor
To Whom it May Concern,
A Call to Divest
As of spring 2016, the University of Puget Sound has over
$40 million invested in the fossil fuel industry, a fact that
many of the campus community find morally reprehensible
and economically unsound. We call on the Board of Trustees
and its Outsourced Chief Investment officer, Perella
Weinberg Partners, to:
1) Abstain from all new investments in the Underground
200, including the Filthy 15, and private hydrocarbon
companies
and
2) Divest from all current holdings in the Underground
200, including the Filthy 15, and private hydrocarbon
companies within five years.
We hold that this position and its five-year time frame
are practical while conveying the urgency of our moral
obligation. Divestment represents a radical break with an
environmentally destructive economic system, but not a
radical break with the university’s identity and professed
ethical principles. What follows is an explanation of
the rationale behind the global fossil fuel divestment
movement.
Climate change is reality, it is destructive, and it is the
result of human activity. Fossil fuel lobbies continue to
work to suppress and discredit this information, but the
debate is over and the word is out. Though little climate
change-induced destruction is visible from our urban
North American perch, the world is already feeling the
repercussions of unsustainable carbon usage, and the future
is grim if we continue down this path. The world does not
belong to us, the current generation of American heirs. The
world belongs equally to the dispossessed everywhere, to
the yet unborn, and to other species. For the sake of most
of mankind, who will experience the harmful effects of
global warming without seeing any of the wealth generated
by industrial greed, positive action must be taken. It is the
duty of those who have the means to influence consumption
and investment patterns to do so for those who cannot,
especially when those who have no say are the first affected.
Although world players have started to come together to
enact change, their intentions are not enough. As long as a
viable option for combating this destructive industry exists, it
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must be taken. There can be no half-measures when so many
homelands, lives, and livelihoods are on the line.
It will require a great deal of pressure from below to move
the powerful institutions and industries involved to action.
The divestment movement gathers power from individual
actors who, alone, could do little, in order to achieve such
pressure.
The urgency to divest reflects not only the need to put
political pressure on a destructive industry, but also the
need to evacuate assets from an ill-fated industry. The
current value of oil companies is based not only on the oil
they’ve extracted, but also on the oil reserves they plan to
tap in the future. These reserves, however, hold five times
as much carbon as can be burned without warming Earth’s
atmosphere by more than 2ºC, the advisable limit on which
most scientists had agreed before the Paris Climate Talks
in 2015. The Paris Climate Agreement acknowledges that
states should strive to limit warming to 1.5ºC, which would
mean that even less of the oil in reserves could be burned
before breaching the limit.
The difference between the value of the oil that is burnable
and the value of the oil that the fossil fuel industry intends
to burn represents a financial bubble of more than $2 trillion.
The industry plans to burn carbon beyond the 1.5ºC limit,
firstly because the industry does not respond to the demands
of climate justice, and secondly because it underestimates
future advances in renewable technology and assumes that
fossil fuels will continue to be the only viable energy option.
In the worst-case scenario, the industry will burn all its
reserves and, along with its investors, be culpable for extreme
ecological damage and injustice. In the best-case scenario,
the industry will be prevented from burning these reserves,
and investments made based on the industry’s inflated value
will not yield the expected returns, instead winding up
stranded.
To ensure true long-term protection of the university’s
endowment, the institution cannot sink its money into
investments that will prove hollow when the deflated
value of the fossil-fuel industry is realized. To achieve true
intergenerational equity, this generation cannot saddle the
next with the losses that will ensue.
Even in the short term, there is little evidence that
divesting will be financially damaging to the university.
Research from 2015 finds that divested portfolios perform
no worse than conventional portfolios. As the energy
sector changes from year to year, belatedly reflecting the
environmental situation, the fossil fuel industry will only

become less and less lucrative, meaning that divested
portfolios will only do better in comparison to conventional
portfolios. Economic models based on the market of the last
ten years can’t tell us how divested portfolios will perform
in the market of the next ten; we have to predict how real
environmental conditions will affect the market and invest
accordingly.
By implementing on-campus initiatives to limit energy
consumption, the University of Puget Sound has already
established that speaking for its values with its money is
part of our institution’s identity and duty. Policies that
encourage sustainable practices and facilitate “green” living
for students have changed the school’s consumption patterns,
but carbon is embedded in our modern economy to such
an extent that eliminating our fossil fuel consumption
entirely is impossible. Given that the two tools citizens of
the capitalist economy have to influence corporations are
consumption and investment, it is left to us to communicate
our dissatisfaction with the fossil fuel industry via our
investment patterns. And to communicate effectively, we
need to change our investment patterns in a coordinated way
on a scale that matters.
As vital as changes in individual consumption
patterns are, to execute political change, we need activism
of scale. The divestment movement has the potential
for a widespread public and political impact. As the
movement spreads to more institutions, the resulting
ripple effect will have only a small impact on the bottom
line of fossil fuel companies, but more importantly, it will
have a transformative effect on the intellectual cradles
from which many of the world’s future leaders, scientists,
artists, and business owners come. Leading this movement
would cast UPS as a shining example for other liberal
arts schools considering divestment, demonstrating the
school’s commitment to progress in the face of adversity.
Trailblazers face a more difficult task, but they earn greater
regard than those who follow only when the path is well
worn and wholly explored. By demonstrating the feasibility
of divestment, Puget Sound will make it easier for other
institutions to follow in our footsteps. We believe that Puget
Sound is an exceptional place and should take exceptional
action. The university would be well served by remembering
the creed engraved on its stone obelisk: “Realism follows
where idealism leads.”
Best,

Coalition for Divestment of the University of Puget Sound

University ignores conversation to ‘Ban the Box’

By Chase Hutchinson

For those who don’t already
know, the University of Puget
Sound takes the following
questions into consideration in
the admissions process:
Have you ever been found
responsible for a disciplinary
violation at any educational
institution you have attended from
the 9th grade (or the international
equivalent) forward, whether
related to academic misconduct
or behavioral misconduct, that
resulted in a disciplinary action?
Have you ever been adjudicated
guilty or convicted of a
misdemeanor, felony or other crime?
This is something that
is
discriminatory,
illogical,
and inconsistent with the
Universities’
message
of
supposedly being inclusive. I
was hopeful that I could meet
with administrative officials
to discuss their justifications
for asking the above questions
and hopefully work together
to improve our admissions
process. However, recently, the
university administration has
failed to follow through on
requests for communication and
has not kept student members
of the group SAPR (Student
Alliance for Prison Reform) in
the loop. There was a promise to

discuss this issue at a President’s
Cabinet Meeting and then reach
out to these student members.
However, there was never a
response back and instead there
were two ignored emails that
have been sent to administration
at the time of this going to
print. I am writing this now, so
that this issue can’t be covered
up anymore by administration
and will ideally be given more
campus focus.
Firstly, the box is discriminatory.
When people are targeted based
on past disciplinary action, it
reinforces the disproportionate
distribution of power that
exists. People are punished for a
mistake they made and then are
punished even more following
that when this past mistake
follows them around everywhere.
It is important to note that this
ends up impacting communities
of color disproportionately based
on how these communities
are targeted by police and
incarcerated at a higher rate. This
gets even worse when education,
one of the primary ways people
are able to gain upward mobility
to decrease their likelihood to
turn to crime as a survival tactic,
is placed behind a barrier that
often times makes potential
students feel as though they
aren’t welcome which leads to a

measurable chilling effect that
causes applicants to stop filling
out an application that asks this
question.
UPS Admissions has said
that they take past background
into account as part of their
“holistic approach” and that they
encourage applicants to explain
what happened on an application.
The idea that this somehow
makes such a discriminatory
practice not exclusionary is a
fallacy. Forcing people to disclose
all about this past mistake is not
a way to encourage people to
apply to your school. Further, the
University will also say that they
don’t use the box to discriminate.
Respectfully, I don’t trust this
argument. Simply saying you
don’t abuse the information given
to you without transparency
showing what you actually do is
just dishonest. The Box is a form
of discrimination and exclusion.
There is no way to excuse UPS
administration has given to
explain why else it would be
there.
Second, this box is illogical.
There is repeatedly the argument
that somehow having the Box
would promote campus safety.
This has been disproven. There
is no difference in crime rates
between schools who do take
into account the Box and those

who don’t. I would argue that
people who have already been
punished for their crime and
done the time are the least likely
people out there to commit
a crime if given access to
education. Education decreases
recidivism, and there have been
countless studies indicating
this. Supposedly, the Box was
meant to decrease the chance
that a former criminal commit
a crime on campus despite there
being no evidence that this has
happened nor that the Box has
made things any safer. Until that
evidence is provided, skepticism
of this claim ought to be at the
forefront of our minds.
Finally, this is inconsistent
with the values the University
claims to support. UPS always
likes to preach tolerance and
acceptance of people from all
different backgrounds. There is a
clear parallel that can be drawn
between the Box and the residual
impacts of Jim Crow. It is a
policy that is built around fear,
a fear that preys upon our worst
prejudices about other people
that we use to justify ignoring
the supposed values that the
University claims to support. It is
a glaring contradiction that not
enough people talk about.
Now, you may disagree with
the majority of what I have

just said, which is a good thing.
I do welcome discussion on
these issues. It was not long
ago that I too can understand
why people would be worried
about a potential risk from those
who were disciplined for a past
mistake. However, the truth
is that you are surrounded by
these people. You have likely
ran into one of these people
who was formerly incarcerated
or disciplined in some way. That
is why several states across the
country including Colorado,
Connecticut, Hawaii, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Minnesota and
New Mexico, have enacted
versions of “Ban the Box” into
law. Ban the Box campaigns
have also been successful in cities
and counties across the country,
including New York, Jacksonville,
Memphis,
Richmond
and
Atlanta. It is possible to be more
tolerant. People deserve the same
respect and protection that is
granted to all. We as members
of the UPS community need to
take a serious look at our role
in supporting people who have
been already punished enough
and begin to consider how we
can break down the oppressive
barriers they have to face.
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Voting in America:
Worse but more important than ever

By Nicky Smit

The United States is bungling at one of its most
fundamental duties as a republic: giving its citizens a
right to vote.
This most basic and virtuous of American traditions
should not be difficult to execute well. With so many
techniques and technologies at the nation’s disposal,
one would have assumed an efficient method of voting
to be found and spread universally.
Sadly, and painfully, this hasn’t happened. If anything,
the U.S. has seen steps in the opposite direction lately,
making many Americans jump through ridiculous
hoops to get their voices heard.
It was obvious things were going to get a whole lot
worse when the Supreme Court gutted the Voting
Rights Act in June of 2013. The super important
section 5, requiring federal approval of changes to
voting laws from states determined to be historically
racist, was found unconstitutional in a typical 5-4
ruling.
The Voting Rights Act had been debated and extended
by a Republican-controlled Congress in 2006, and the
Supreme Court had repeatedly upheld the Act in the
past, so, yes, in that instance they were more a panel of
dictators than constitutional guardians.
The five members said those states weren’t racist
anymore. Facts show that 700 discriminatory voting
changes were blocked in these states. Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, everyone’s favorite Supreme Court justice,
aptly stated this monstrous ruling was like “throwing
away your umbrella in a rainstorm because you are not
getting wet.”
Now everything’s a mess. Eight of the fifteen states
previously constrained by the federal government ran
wild and enacted voting restrictions within a year.
Since then, it’s just gotten worse.
A torrent of state laws has targeted those with little
means, removing same-day registration, requiring
specific photo IDs, cutting voting hours and locations,
and perfecting their gerrymandered boundaries.
The southern states have already pretty much
accomplished these voting constraints, so any denizen
of the deep better have a game plan. Sign up to vote
well in advance, attain a photo ID (can’t go wrong with

a state-issued one), find the “nearest” voting station, be
prepared for hour-long lines, and be prepared for bull.
Most Puget Sound students come from Pacific coast
states and Colorado, so here’s how they fair amidst the
bombardment of bad voting laws: Pretty darn well.
California and Hawaii permit early-voting, whereby
a voter can visit an election office before voting day
with no excuse and get their vote cast. They both also
allow absentee voting, where a voter can request a
ballot be mailed to them. There are rules surrounding
when these voting methods are acceptable so it’s best
to check the respective government websites.
Meanwhile, in Washington, Oregon and Colorado,
all voting is done via the mail system, so it’s integral
that one’s voter registration address is up to date.
Thankfully, all three of these states, plus Hawaii and
California, allow online voter registration.
Recently, Oregon and California have changed state
law so everyone updates or signs up to vote when they
get their driver’s license or state ID. This is wonderful,
as it takes out a very silly step in the process of voting.
Joining a party is simple too, in Oregon they mail the
application and in California they straight up ask at
the DMV.
Hawaii asks for photo ID and a signature at the polls,
and voting closes really early at 6:00 p.m., so they do
have hoops to jump through. California’s poll stations
run until 8:00 p.m. and asks for no proof whatsoever,
which is fine since in-person election fraud is a myth.
Now, a lot of the current frustration with voting
rights comes from the party nomination process.
Republicans have many ridiculous winner-takes-all
states, while Democrats have elitist super delegates.
What many don’t realize is that political parties are
private entities so aren’t bound by the constitution. All
these undemocratic rules are perfectly legal and will
only change if those running the party find it in their
best interest.
That may happen if enough people riot against the
status quo. It’s a good year for it too because both
parties have party outsiders doing uncomfortably
well in the polls for party insiders. If Trump wins the
delegates but doesn’t become the nominee it’s sure to
happen. Sanders fans are truly upset with all those
super delegates acting starkly against their state voting
results, but are too civil to set fires. A revolution would

be nice though.
Wait, it gets worse. Rigging voting systems while
maintaining an air of fairness requires complexity,
and many states are failing to run these systems
correctly. Arizona, Ohio, and New York are all facing
court battles due to extreme mishandling of their
respective primaries that resulted in massive voter
disenfranchisement.
On top of that, each state employs a different
primary voting system. Washington’s is a caucus,
which I personally partook in and loved, although I
can understand how debating for a couple hours is a
very prohibitive time commitment. Colorado, Hawaii,
Idaho, Minnesota, and Alaska also use this neat system
on the Democratic side.
California and Oregon, however, use ballot-based
primaries. Oregon will only let registered Democrats
vote for a Democratic candidate, but Oregon
Republicans and all Californians get to enjoy an open
system where they can vote for whomever they want.
Clearly, simplicity is not the game. Likely, that’s
because the parties want to game the vote and that’s
easier when it’s confusing and unfair.
What’s been discussed here only touches the surface
of the insanity. What should be a simple, universallyimplemented one-person-one-vote system has never
existed.
How best to fix that? Well, voting is still an option,
even as politicians try hard to dismantle its influence.
The U.S. has an abysmal voting record, which has
only helped speed up the terrible representation. One
vote is insignificant, but everybody’s individual vote is
needed in a working democracy.
Not voting because the candidates are awful is a
harder nut to crack. It’s largely a result; however,
of indifference. Let’s not wallow in how rigged
the system is and do nothing, let’s wallow and do
something! Protest, start a petition asking for change,
email a representative – there are tons of options at our
disposal, let’s use them before they’re slowly whittled
away.
So, please, if anything, learn the home rules and cast
a vote. Climb aboard the change express, it’s going to
be a bumpy ride!

ASUPS BUDGET PROCESS NEEDS TO BE
MORE ACCESSIBLE AND TRANSPARENT
By Amanda Diaz
For the 2016-2017 Fiscal Year, there
exists a total of $591,000 from 2,445
undergraduate students who each pay a
student government fee of $242. These
funds are broken up into categories
and allocated: Clubs and Organizations
receive $42,172, ASUPS Programing
receives $147,923, ASUPS Media
receive $152,967 and $199,000 for
disbursements and Finance requests
so that clubs can ask for money in the
future.
Some clubs received large budgets on
the order of $20,000 and $11,000 while
some clubs received $100 or $6. While
I understand that there are some clubs
that have multiple events and others
don’t have any, it is still a slap in the
face to receive a $6 budget.
It is the principle of the thing; sure
it is about how club leaders will try
to sustain their club, but it is also a
reaffirmation that ASUPS does not
care at all about this club.
ASUPS has said that the reason they
are cutting down budgets is because
they want to make fund request more
available for clubs to come into Formal
Senate and ask for funds. As a club
leader, it would have been beneficial to
know that ahead of time!
The great news is that ASUPS has

received $30,000 to give to clubs that
have scholarships they wish to endow.
Clubs like Latinos Unidos and the
Black Student Union are closer to
reaching the $50,000 mark to endow
their scholarships.
While ASUPS has said that it will get
easier for clubs to request additional
funds at Formal Senate for a couple of
years now, it is still difficult to do. They
also do not take into consideration that
ASUPS is very intimidating. A bunch
of your peers sitting in front of you with
nice suits and heels and banging their
knuckles on the table or interrogating
your budget is not something club
leaders want to deal with.
ASUPS is a pretty inaccessible and

uncomfortable place to be, especially
since members are your peers and you
need to call them “Senator something.”
Might I also mention that club leaders
had to physically go into ASUPS to
put their name on a list; on top of the
lack of accessibility of the Wheelock
Student Center, students had to reserve
more time away from their already busy
schedules to write down their names
on a paper, something that could have
easily be done online.
Many clubs were also given a budget
that was smaller than what they had
before, or were given a budget based on
their current balance in their account,
even though it is not the end of the
fiscal year yet.

I don’t think that any club should have
money taken away from their budget
because every club deserves to express
and practice what they think is part of
the umbrella of Student Life, but I do
think that some clubs are given more
money than others based on seniority
or importance that our university holds
over them.
ASUPS provides a Club Officer
Orientation that is around 15 minutes
long where you get a folder with a pretty
dense packet of ASUPS resources for
clubs. The orientation consisted of
the Executive Staff explaining their
role and all of their “responsibilities.”
Because this conversation was so short,
club leaders didn’t learn a thing about
running an ASUPS club and has no
information or support on how to
navigate the bureaucracy in ASUPS.
Club leaders would not have been
that upset if they knew that ASUPS
gave money to fund scholarships and
to make Financial Requests more
accessible.
An easy solution to this problem
would be to spread more information,
sooner rather than later, when all of the
budgets are out. It has been stated over
and over again for multiple years that
ASUPS must be more transparent.
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The Happy Trail is The Trail’s weekly sex column that seeks to inform the community on issues related to sexuality and gender by addressing these topics in an education-based way. Our mission is
to make the campus a safer place by normalizing and demystifying topics like safer sex practices, sexualities, kinks and polyamory, while shedding light on topics like trans rights, sexual and domestic
violence, gender inequalities and intersectionality. Happy Trail correspondents are not medical professionals; if you have a medical concern contact CHWS or a local clinic. Otherwise, direct your
sexuality and gender questions to trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu. Respond to Happy Trail articles in the form of a letter to the editor sent to trail@pugetsound.edu.

InterseXionality

Including intersex people in discussions on identity, queerness, and feminism

By Natalie Scoggins
That gender is not binary
is commonly accepted in
progressive
groups.
Not
everyone is either a man or a
woman, and one’s genitals don’t
define one’s gender. However,
many people don’t acknowledge
that sex (as defined biologically,
which is separate from social
definitions) is not binary, either.
According to the Intersex
Society of North America
(ISNA), around one percent
of babies are born intersex—
meaning that their reproductive
or sexual anatomy doesn’t
fit neatly into medically
defined categories of “male”
or “female.” These differences
can be caused by different
hormonal sensitivities/balances
in utero, atypical or mosaic
chromosomes (a mix of XX and
XY or having an additional X or
Y ), “incomplete” development
of the genitalia, or just the
nature of genetics in general.
Many intersex conditions are
not visible at birth, but babies
born with atypical genitalia
based on scrotal/labial fusion
and
penis/clitoris
length
sometimes undergo surgical
procedures at a very young age
to “normalize” their appearance.
Regardless, the child is assigned
a label of either male or female
at birth.
In recent years, the frequency of
these operations has decreased,

but there is still little public
discussion on intersex, with
many unaware of its existence
entirely, even among people
who focus on intersectionality
and inclusion. Here are some
tips to keep intersex a part of
the conversation while avoiding
causing more harm than good.

to ovotestes, which are gonads
with both ovarian and testicular
tissue. It is now outdated and
considered offensive. The term
can still be used in scientific
situations to refer to nonhuman
organisms when applicable,
such as some plants, snails, and
fish.

Learn the terminology. A
person can be intersex (an
intersex person) or have intersex
(the condition), depending on
their preference for identityfirst or person-first language.
Intersex can be an adjective or a
noun referring to the condition,
but a person cannot be referred
to as “an intersex.”
Intersex should not be placed
in opposition to “normal” but
to non-intersex or dyadic
(meaning non-intersex, though
some intersex people dislike
the term). When talking about
chromosomes or genitals, they
may be considered atypical or
ambiguous, but not abnormal.
“Hermaphrodite” is a slur
used towards intersex people
who display a combination of
medically defined female and
male characteristics, and is
rarely accurate in its scientific
definition of having fullyfunctioning “male” and “female”
reproductive
systems—
it
used to be used to refer to any
intersex people and then to refer

Learn
the
range
of
manifestations. There are
different conditions that fall
under the intersex umbrella:
Klinefelter Syndrome, Turner
Syndrome, vaginal agenesis,
Androgen
Insensitivity
Syndrome, ovotestes, and far
more. Recognize the different
ways that these can affect
people and the different
stigma
attached
to
the
manifestations—for example,
having a micropenis or wide
hips and gynecomastia (“male
breasts”) are both potential
physical characteristics of
intersex people designated male
at birth and are often mocked
(especially when the individual
has other stigmatized traits that
may or may not be associated
with being intersex, such as
being fat or openly queer), writes
Dr. Cary Gabriel Costello, who
is both intersex and transgender.
An intersex person designated
female at birth may have a
large clitoris or a deep voice
and hirsutism (heavy, “male-

pattern” body hair) and also face
discrimination.
Recognize that intersex is
not inherently queer. Many
intersex people are LGBTQ+,
just as many non-intersex
are. Intersex people can have
any sexuality and any gender
identity regardless of whether
it aligns with what they were
assigned at birth, and they
may be cisgender, transgender,
gender nonconforming, or they
may define themselves outside
of those terms. They may
consider themselves inherently
queer, the ISNA writes, or they
may reject that label, especially
because the term itself is still
stigmatized and should not be
applied to a person without
their permission.
The inclusion of intersex
in LGBTQIA and similar
acronyms is contested by some
because of the different nature
of intersex and the different
ways that it affects people.
Some intersex people live for
decades or their whole lives
without learning that they
are intersex; some hide their
condition or don’t even consider
it important; some are proud
and vocal and center their
identity on being intersex.

Frequently-used terms like
“designated female/male at
birth” tell only what the doctors
decided to put on the birth
certificate and does not give
concrete information about
chromosomes, actual genital
configuration, etc. Physically
or visually possessing certain
organs does not necessarily
indicate whether they function
as they typically do. For
example, having a vagina does
not necessarily mean that a
person has a functioning or
existing uterus and/or ovaries.
It is important to call attention
to these nuances in order to
include intersex people and also
to spark further conversation
and thought regarding the
classifications of sex and gender.
The medical system itself is
highly binary and does not allow
for much nuance in any situation,
especially when it comes
to intersex and transgender
people. Recognizing science
and medicine’s flaws and their
inability to address certain
situations in an open-minded
and non-discriminatory way
might lead to a future in which
they are not used to justify
discrimination based on sex and
gender.

Mention intersex when
talking about sex and gender.

Target shows support for transgender customers
By Sophia Lugo

In the past week, corporate retail
chain Target released a statement
specifically allowing transgender
individuals to use the bathrooms that
best align with their gender identity.
However, this statement has faced
significant opposition.
Target released the following:
“Recent debate around proposed laws
in several states has reignited a national
conversation around inclusivity. So
earlier this week, we reiterated with our
team members where Target stands and
how our beliefs are brought to life in how
we serve our guests.
Inclusivity is a core belief at Target.
It’s something we celebrate. We stand
for equality and equity, and strive to
make our guests and team members feel
accepted, respected and welcomed in our
stores and workplaces every day.
We believe that everyone—every
team member, every guest, and every
community—deserves to be protected
from discrimination, and treated
equally. Consistent with this belief,
Target supports the federal Equality Act,
which provides protections to LGBT
individuals, and opposes action that
enables discrimination.”
Their statement emphasizing the

need to be inclusive and “stand for
equality, and equity” is something
many welcomed and celebrated. As
the fi rst major retailer to comment on
the issue, it served as a stepping stone
towards others doing the same.
The past year has been a struggle
for many transgender and gender
nonconforming people, something
Target mentioned in their statement
as well. A need to continue strictly
gendering
unnecessarily
places
trans and non-binary individuals in
situations where something as simple
as going to the bathroom becomes
difficult. Over the last few months
there has been constant opposition
to the idea of transgender people
using bathrooms that they feel more
comfortable in. The fearmongering
about perverts and the collapse of
civilized society has led to a petition
against Target, one that has already
reached over 300,000 signatures.
“Th is means a man can simply say he
‘feels like a woman today’ and enter
the women’s restroom ... even if young
girls or women are already in there,”
the American Family Association
(AFA) stated, urging people to
boycott Target. The AFA’s statement
brings forth a common idea that
continues to negatively impact trans

people in society. “Target’s harmful
policy poses a danger to women and
children. Predators and voyeurs would
take advantage of the policy to prey
on those who are vulnerable. It’s clear
now that many customers agree,” the
AFA also stated.
Th is need to continue gendering
bathrooms and protect women and
children is transmisogynistic and
heteronormative, embodying the
belief that all sexual assault or violence
is only between a man and a woman,
and implying that transgender women
are men who are crossdressing and
predatory. It continues to normalize
a purely heterosexual and cisgender
society, ignoring the needs and wants
of those who don’t fit the social norm.
These recent transgender bathroom
and other policies have only served to
highlight the injustices and violence
faced by those who are perceived as
the “other.”
There’s no question whether or
not there needs to be a removal of
gendered spaces, as they are no longer
safe or inclusive, but there needs to be
more action against companies and
organizations like the AFA in order to
accomplish the degendering of public
spaces.

biphobia
noun

A fear, aversion or expression of hatred/bigotry for bisexuality or bisexual
people. Biphobia can be expressed
by people of any orientation; biphobia among gay and lesbian people is
prevalent as well as among straight
people. Pansexual individuals sometimes criticize bisexuals for being “less
inclusive” because many assume that
bisexuality is attraction exclusively to
men and women; in actuality, bisexuality is defined differently by different
individuals.
Examples include dismissing or invalidating one’s bisexual identity, saying
that bisexuality is not real, referring to
it as a phase or as a stepping stone to
homosexuality, stereotyping bisexuals
as sexually promiscuous, etc.
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Walk a Mile in Her Shoes

Members of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity walk a mile in high heels to raise funds, awareness
for sexual assault prevention and the Sexual Assault Center of Pierce County
B y M a rc e l l e R u t h e r f u rd
On April 22, Sexual Assault Center of Piece County
(SACPC) hosted the annual event Walk A Mile In Her
Shoes, an event geared at raising awareness for victims
of sexual assault. The event was attended by members of
the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, who raised money for the
SACPC.
“Beta participated in this event because it’s an event
put on by and in support of the Sexual Assault Center of
Pierce County, which was the organization the chapter
selected last year as our philanthropy. In a variety of ways,
Beta is working to deconstruct attitudes of misogyny,
violence and apathy that are both present in Greek Life
nationally and assumed by those not in Greek Life, even
toward chapters working actively against such attitudes.
Selecting SACPC as our philanthropy was one way
of doing this, and alongside the Krispy Kreme donut
sales that the chapter does every semester, participating
in Walk a Mile in Her Shoes was another way for the
chapter to demonstrate support for the organization
and all it does for Pierce County,” Daniel Wolfert, Beta
Theta Pi Philanthropy Chair, said.
The fact that a fraternity has committed themselves to
an organization such as this says promising things not
only for the future of sexual assault awareness on this
campus, but for the future of men in the community as
well.
Beta Theta Pi has taken sexual assault prevention
awareness seriously for the past two years, with
several members serving as Peer Allies or working
alongside Marta Palmquist-Cady, Sarah Shives and
other important on-campus resources to facilitate
conversations about sexual assault prevention.
The Beta members walked a mile wearing heels, as
all the men who participate do, as a way of showing
solidarity and support to victims of sexual assault.
The event is named for the saying, “Before you criticize
someone, walk a mile in their shoes.” The event asks
men to literally do this by wearing high heeled shoes.
The atmosphere is one of lightheartedness and fun, and
it allows for conversations to be brought up on a subject
that is very difficult for people to talk about it.
“[The] event removes the stigma that sometimes
prevents meaningful dialogue between those who ahve
survived experiences of sexual assault and those who want
to support the survivors,” said Beta Theta Pi fraternity
member and event participant, Scott Greenfield. “I
think the event not only builds a vital bridge between
the two groups, but also helps symbolize the burden
of sexual assault experiences in a non-confrontational
manner.”
According to the Rape, Abuse and Incest National
Network (RAINN), there are roughly 293,000 victims
of sexual assault each year. Forty four percent are under
eighteen, and eighty percent are under thirty. And in

Beta Theta Pi fraternity members Scott Greenfield, Sam Hain, Patrick Ryan, Daniel Wolfert, Andrew Ustach and
Jonathan Simo participate in the annual Walk a Mile in Her Shoes event to raise money for their philanthropy, the
Sexual Assault Center of Pierce County. PHOTO COURTESY DANIEL WOLFERT
2003, 9 out of 10 rape victims were female.
While the statistics are discouraging, events such as
these provide hope, awareness and education. Especially
within campus communities, where sexual assault
is disturbingly prevalent, it is encouraging to see a
fraternity so committed to raising funds and awareness
for an organization such as the SACPC.
“The entire attitude and atmosphere of the event is one
of community and camaraderie, and although the cause
the event raises funds and visibility for is very serious,
the staff of SACPC do a great job at making so many
people feel welcome and engaged,” said Wolfert.
The walk itself resembles a parade, with volunteers
holding signs and cheering, and a high school marching
band leading the walkers.
The fact that the SACPC has managed to make
such a well attended event fun and exciting for so
many, while raising awareness about a very grim and
depressing cause, speaks volumes for the excellence of
the organization.

“I felt more connected to the Tacoma community once
I saw activism flourish at the event. It was awesome
to meet new faces and to interact with SACPC staff
and other supporters of saying NO MORE to sexual
assault,” said Greenfield. “Walking in solidarity with
over 100 supporters of SACPC allowed us to connect
with the purpose of groups like it on a really meaningful
level.”
Beta Theta Pi intends to work with this organization
in the future, and continue to assist in raising awareness
in Pierce County and at Puget Sound.
“Even amid the rain, everyone was talking and
laughing, and although the six Betas that attended
had varying degrees of experience in heels, the chance
to struggle through the walk alongside them was
absolutely wonderful.” Wolfert said. “Although walking
in heels was admittedly very painful, the chance to
support SACPC, and the spectacular leg work out,
were completely worth it, and it’s something I intend on
doing again in future years.”

Students join the fight against cancer in annual
Relay for Life fundraiser

By Eada Gendelman

Thirty-one years ago, Dr. Gordy Klatt
walked this campus for 24 hours, nonstop,
in the name of stopping cancer. After 81
miles walked and $41,000 raised, the
tradition has continued every year at the
University.
This year, Relay for Life raised $28,000
for the American Cancer Society.
“A lot of students don’t know that Relay
for Life actually started on our campus.
It’s really awesome that students continue
this tradition since it started here and is
now an international fundraiser,” planning
committee member and first year Kate
Baca said.
This year’s Relay for Life event took place
on April 29 and 30, from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
at Baker Stadium. Students and faculty
walked the track all night with the goal of

raising as much money as possible for the
American Cancer Society, just as Klatt did
in 1985.
“The idea is that cancer never sleeps, so
we don’t either. We walked throughout the
entire night to symbolize how somebody
who is fighting cancer never gets to go
to sleep and be done with it; they are
constantly fighting it,” planning committee
co-lead and senior Kyle Reinke said.
Over 30 teams and 236 participants spent
the night watching dance performances,
listening to a cappella groups and hearing
various speakers tell their stories. Above
all else, the participants spent the night
walking.
“The goal was to have one member of each
team on the track at all times,” Baca said.
Although the event was focused around

a serious topic, it was meant to be a fun
celebration for all. This year’s theme was
movies, so each lap on the track had its own
theme. Some of the lap themes included
Disney and horror movies.
“There are a lot of students and faculty
here that are actually cancer survivors, and
we wanted to honor them and show them
that we acknowledge them and care about
them,” Reinke said.
The major ceremonies that occurred
throughout the night revolved around
celebrating survivors, remembering those
that have lost their battle to cancer, and
fighting back. President Ronald Thomas
could not personally attend the event,
but he made a customized video that was
shown.
“I hope students took away a sense of

hope for the cancer community, and
recognized that we can all band together
to do something for a greater cause,” team
member and first year McKenna Milton
said.
Almost every single person involved has
their own personal connection to cancer.
Whether it be battling it themselves
or losing someone close to them, it is
something we all have in common.
“It’s difficult to find people who have
not been affected by or touched by
cancer. Something that a lot of people
who are touched by cancer experience is
feeling alone. This was a good chance for
people to talk about something that is
uncomfortable. It was a chance to comfort
each other,” Baca said.
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Earth Week events encourage sustainability
By Emma Brice

PHOTOS COURTESY MEREDITH SHORES

One of the things that Puget Sound takes pride
in is the act of conserving energy and resources,
and having a reputation for being a “green” campus.
Earth Week, made possible by Loggers Live Green,
presented an opportunity for students and faculty
members to be extra conscious of the resources they
use on a daily basis.
“Earth Week gets put together annually with
a whole set of events to promote sustainable
behaviors, actions, and world views in our local
community. We want to facilitate new learning,
enable environmental community service and
other off-campus experiences, and create a greater
awareness surrounding environmental issues for
students, faculty, and staff,” Meredith Shores, the
coordinator for the events, said.
The week kicked off on April 16 with a cleanup
event at Tacoma Narrows Park in Gig Harbor.
The event, hosted by the Surfrider Club, was an
opportunity for Puget Sound students to not only be
sustainable, but to also serve the local environment
outside of campus.
The park cleanup was also a reminder that
sustainability is a practice not exclusive to the
University campus; sustainable acts are equally
important for – and often provide ways to become
involved with – the surrounding community.
The next event of the week was the No Power
Acoustic Concert hosted on April 17. The goal

of this performance was to increase awareness of
how much electricity is used everyday, and how
entertainment can happen without it. Not only was
this concert sustainable, but it was a melting-pot of
all of the great talent here on campus.
Monday through Friday hosted a multitude of
events happening ranging from “eating green” in
the S.U.B., mug donations, and a film screening
of Tapped, a documentary focusing on the bottled
water industry and its long-term social, economic
and ecological impacts.
All of the events were held in honor of Earth Week,
but sustainability should be a goal all the time.
Earth Week was a great opportunity to increase
awareness and to take more care in everyday actions.
“The goal of all of the Earth Week events is to
raise awareness about the breadth of what is being
done on campus, which groups are involved, and
to provide opportunity to anyone wanting to be
a part of it. All of the events were the result of
collaboration by a number of clubs, departments,
and initiatives committed to sustainability on
campus,” community engagement manager Rachel
Cardwell said.
In addition to the variety of sustainabilityfocused clubs on campus, Cardwell pointed to the
Top 10 Actions list on the Puget Sound website as
an easy and effective way for students to be more
sustainable.

“Earth Week brings me a lot of joy every year,
although I was studying abroad last spring and
unfortunately had to miss it. One of the aspects of
the environmental movement that fascinates me the
most is behavioral change. This is an issue that I have
been able to help tackle both through my position as
student coordinator for the Sustainability Advisory
Committee and specifically through my work on
Earth Week,” said Shores.
If someone is looking for new way to get involved
on campus, joining one of the sustainability clubs
is a great way to start and also helps support the
environment.
“The best part of Earth Week, in my opinion, is
the huge variety of events available for people to
attend. Largely, we had different crowds attending
the screening of the documentary Tapped and at the
Student Market. With so many options people are
able to choose the events that sound most appealing
to them. Along those lines, there will always be at
least one event that appeal to each person,” Shores
said.
Thanks to the on campus clubs such as ECO,
Surfrider club, and Hiveminders, and the overall
Puget Sound community, Loggers Live Green is
an accurate description of what happens here on
campus.

Spirit Award renamed in honor of Liz Breysse
By Emily Schuelein

PHOTO COURTESY HAILEY VASQUEZ

The Spirit Trophy has been renamed in honor of Liz Breysse,
a junior, who passed away tragically in an automobile accident
on Jan. 1, 2016.
The Spirit Trophy is “awarded to the person or persons
who have done the most to promote school spirit through
extracurricular activities,” according to the University of
Puget Sound’s website.
“She embodied this award in every possible way I can
imagine. One of the words she's most consistently described
by is "spirited" so it just fits perfectly. I think it's rare for a
student to have such a momentously positive impact on a
campus and a student body in such a short amount of time,”
senior Hailey Vasquez , Liz’ “big”, said.
Pi Beta Phi Fraternity for Women’s website described
Elizabeth “Liz” Breysse as a junior studying politics and
government.
“She was the spirit of this school and such a positive light
and that’s something that’s hard because now that’s missing
but we’re able to celebrate that and learn from that and that
is such an amazing way to live,” sophomore Katie Vold said.
KOMO 4 News described Liz as an active sophomore
(although Liz was a junior) who was preparing to leave for a
semester abroad in Prague.
“Nakisha Renee just brought [renaming the award] up to
the awards and scholarships committee and wondered if it
was something we could do, so we looked,” Marta Palmquist
Cady, Assistant Dean of Students and Director of Student

Activities, said.
“I believe student government should be responsive to the
needs of our community, and I hadn't seen an appropriate
opportunity arise through the normal activity of ASUPS to
actually give Liz the honor and respect that her life warranted,”
Nakisha Renee Jones said.
The spirit award “technically had a Sigma Nu attachment to
it but we don’t really know why history wise,” Palmquist Cady
said. “It was really just Sigma Nu spirit award, it wasn’t named
after a specific person, so that’s why we decided it would be
okay to rename it to the “Elizabeth Breysse Spirit Trophy.”
“Having her memory be a lasting part of this school's history
is really important to everyone that was close to her,” Vasquez
said. “I think everyone can benefit from learning about who
she was and how to ‘Live Like Liz’.”
“Live Like Liz, Live Like a Logger” on Vimeo describes the
term as someone who is a vivacious and memorable contributor
to the campus community. Liz was a part of RHA, RDG,
Perspectives and Greek Life among other groups on campus.
“The description of this award is someone who embodies the
spirit of UPS in a positive way and she’s the perfect one to do
that. Here or not she would have gotten that award,” Vold
said.
“I’m excited for next year to award it to someone who
embodies Liz’s spirit. It makes the award more meaningful,”
Palmquist Cady said.
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Combat Zone is The Trail’s satire section.
The Combat Zone is intended to be a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget
Sound Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.

Class Gift Campaign to Seniors: Bring Lunch Money
to the Back of Wayerhaeuser or Else

By G o rdy
M c B a ll s ack

We all know money can be tight
for your average college student.
After all, we’re paying 40,000
dollars a year to go this school. So
when it comes to getting students
to cough up their treasured green
backs, it can be a hard job to say
the least. That’s where Debbie
Hoster comes in. As leader of the
Senior Gift Campaign, Hoster
has the difficult task of getting
seniors to donate more money on
top of the 40,000 dollars they’ve
already given this stupid place.
And according to Hoster, it’s no
walk in the park.
“Typically, we find it hard to
get seniors to donate to the
campaign,” Hoster said, somehow
without any hint of irony. “That’s
why we’ve had to take a more
aggressive measure this time
around. We’re just making sure
the senior class donates enough
for a great gift.”
The
aggressive
measure
mentioned by Hoster: A simple
letter demanding every seniors’
lunch money or else. Many have
speculated the exact details of
what “or else” means but you
know what speculation does.
That’s right. It makes an ass out

of you and me. Hoster was happy
to clarify the situation:
“By ‘or else’ what we really mean
is either give us your lunch money
or we’ll pound your stupid face
in,” Hoster told The Flail. “It’s
really that simple, nerd.”
The letter goes on to mention
details like, “if you aren’t behind
Wayerhaeuser by 2:00 p.m. Friday
with your pockets filled with
money, we’ll give you a wedgie,”
and “thank you so much for your
contribution.” Short, sweet, and
right to the point, which is exactly
what Hoster had in mind when
drafting the message. She believes
this direct approach will result
in more lunches being stolen.
However, she’s still not sure of the
letter’s effect.
Across campus, seniors have
reacted negatively to the letter.
But it’s hard to tell if the negative
feelings are specific to Hoster’s
new tactic, as seniors usually just
hate this kind of bullshit. One
senior, who has the exact same
name as Owen Wilson, is Owen
Wilson, a senior who is also
graduating. He believes asking
for a donation from students is
taking things a bit too far.

“I paid over 100 grand to go
this place,” Owen Wilson said.
“They should be giving me a gift.
Oh wow, have you tried this new
herbal tea?”
Despite the many complaints
Hoster has received, she still
insists that you give her your
lunch money or she’ll pound you
into oblivion. And all because she
believes we need a senior gift.
“Without enough money for
the senior gift, we won’t be able
to give as much financial aid as
we usually do,” Hoster explained.
“But then again, it’s pretty messed
up our tuition costs so much, we
have to rely on people giving us
more money just to operate. After
all, we cost an awful lot and still
demand people donate to us.
That’s kind of weird. Then again,
me saying this is out of character.
So what do I know? By the way,
why are we building a new Field
House?”

PHOTO BY MAKAYLAA CLANCY

Lunch Money: A recent national poll concluded college students
don’t actually have lunch money because Daddy won’t open up
that trust fund until you bring home that business degree.

Ron Thom reveals his plans for next year
By M a d d Pu n z

When asked the question, “so what are your plans for next year?”
many people poised to leave the University mid-May this year will
experience feelings of nausea, indigestion and excessive sweating.
And understandable too, because the real world is not unlike how I
drink the majority of my coffee: cold, bitter, and tinged with regret
for not getting to it sooner. So it’s really no wonder why most people
either deflect or nervously laugh when asked the infamous,“what’re
your plans for next year?” question.
Ron Thom is no exception. When The Flail reached out asking what
he planned on doing after leaving the University, he turned a schoolthemed maroon, looked at his watch-less wrist and said that he was
late for “something very important.”
Tirelessly trying to maintain The Flail’s integrity and pursue truth
and knowledge, investigative reporter Madd Punz tracked down Ron
Thom in Diversions at his office hours that he consistently holds
every week.
When pressed to answer the question, Ron Thom stated that he’s decided to take an extra semester to “hang around and finish things up.”
When asked to expand further about what this statement actually
means, Thomas instead answered, “What’s the big deal? Tons of
people do it. It’s a really common thing to do now.”
Thomas continued to say that after his extra semester he plans to
move back home in order to “figure things out” and decide what he
wants to do with the rest of his life.
PHOTO BY MAKAYLAA CLANCY

Gone Thom: To quote the poet Mandy Moonz “One Thom, Two Thom, Rhon Thom, Gone
Thom.”
Our writers are Maddy Kunz, Nish Chhabra, John Miller Giltner, and Darrin Schultz. Pseudonyms have historically been used by Combat Zone writers. We want to keep this tradition and credit writers by
name in order to promote transparency. Our intent is to make people laugh and to provoke people to think critically.
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Combat Zone Review: Review Articles
By Ba r m S ka l pz
For my final review of the year,
rather than view a cinema classic or literally watch paint dry,
I will be reviewing my previous review articles. These articles have all been published
in the last semester and were
approved by the editors of The
Trail, so whatever weird meta
commentary comes out of this
is on them. This is going to be
a cavalcade of quick reviews, so
get ready, because here we go.
“One Star Review: Pound of
Flesh” Review
What started as a simple review
of a bad movie became a multi
hour endeavor, that left me unable to talk about anything else
for three days. The editors told
me this was the longest editorial
piece they had ever seen, and that
was after I cut 700 words out of
it. Not so much a review as it is a
long and over detailed plot summary, “One Star Review: Pound
of Flesh” features attempts by
me to engage a reading audience
that gives up on number six of a
Buzzfeed top ten list, and gratuitous uses of the phrases “pound
of flesh,” “Old Asian Guy,” and
“nice kicking.”
Rating: .8 out of 1 lbs. of flesh

“Leap Day Review: Leap Year”
Review
While “Leap Day Review: Leap
Year” does make some good jabs
at the idea of film misrepresenting certain cultures, it really falls
flat on one specific area. Geography. Not once does the article go
into detail about the most glaring issue in the movie, that the
main character gets on a boat in
Wales, and takes it all the way
to Dingle, on the west coast of
Ireland, passing many cities and
ports along the way that are
much closer to Dublin. Okay,
so maybe that’s just something
I wanted to say that didn’t really
fit into “Leap Day Review: Leap
Year,” but I still feel like it was
worth mentioning.
Rating: Dingle out of Ireland
“Foreign Film Review:
Kung Fu Killer” Review
This article really feels like I was
just trying to recapture the magic that was “One Star Review:
Pound of Flesh.” A similarly
poorly rated film was chosen
that featured a convoluted plot
and lots of kicking. The “gimmick,” as it were, for “Foreign
Film Review: Kung Fu Killer”
was that the subtitles for a nonEnglish movie were also not in

English. Hardy har har, very
clever. I’m being sarcastic right
now ... to myself. This one’s fine,
a section of text got cut so there
is a paragraph that makes no
sense until later in the article,
but that's not on me.
Rating: B (My Spanish grade)
“Made For TV Movie Review:
The Oscars” Review
It is surprisingly difficult to
find a way to stream The Oscars when you don’t have cable.
“Made For TV Movie Review:
The Oscars” was written after
reading some reviews of The
Oscars, and just having a general idea of how they work, which
is very disingenuous. Also, made
for TV movies are themselves
ridiculous and unbelievable, so
describing a night where the
Hollywood Elite circle jerk for
three hours feels like overkill.
Rating: 1/6 Oscar Wins
“Nature Documentary Review:
Animal Fight Night” Review
An article that got the benefit
of not relying on a movie to be
written, “Nature Documentary
Review: Animal Fight Night”
described all the action of ani-

mals fighting each other without any of the stimulating visuals. Could I have written about
Planet Earth? Yes. Did I choose
the most mediocre nature show
I could find? Of course. Would I
review the other two episodes of
Animal Fight Night? Absolutely. Also, no animals were harmed
(by me) in the writing of the article, but some were definitely
harmed, that’s just nature.
Rating: 12 seconds of “In the
Arms of the Angels” by Sarah
McLaughlin
“Biopic Review: A Good Man”
Review
A true return to form this time
around. Now that watching lame
movies with aging action starts
was kind of my thing, I was really able to get into this one. And
by get into it, I mean I watched
the first thirty minutes and read
a summary online because I
have to sleep at some point, you
know? “Biopic Review: A Good
Man” features some decent
word play and commentary on
the strikingly similar physiques
of John Goodman and Steven
Seagal. Really, Steven Seagal’s
acting is so bad that the article
suffers because of it, so blame
that guy if you want someone to
blame.

Rating: 3/4 mediocre action
movies
“Real Life Review: My Fish
Tank” Review
Full disclosure, kind of ran
out of ideas by the time I got
to this one. Sort of just stared
at my fish tank for a while.
Despite the silliness of “Real
Life Review: My Fish Tank,”
it is the most accurate in terms
of depicting real life events,
as everything written in that
article is factual. Well, not the
Stan Lee thing, but a boy can
dream, a boy can dream. Side
note: I really need to clean my
fish tank. This is more for future
me than you, dear reader.
Rating: 1/3 snails
“Combat Zone Review: Review Articles” Review
Nailed it.
Rating: 5/5 stars.

ISIS recruiting new Summer intern
B y Spa Nis h
Still need a summer internship? Trying to rebel against your family?
Love to travel? Then you should consider applying for an internship
with the Syrian based Jihadist group. ISIS will be recruiting outside
the SUB and applications for the position are now available at CES.
Internship credit included.
Job Description
This is an unbelievable opportunity to work creatively with a team of
people to help put out rewarding and visionary content. As an intern
with ISIS your main job will consist of handling paperwork, answering
phone calls, going on a coffee runs (unless you’re a woman), occasional
camera work, and inflicting terror into the hearts of millions of people.
Please include a cover letter, resume, an official transcript, and one
letter of recommendation from an academic professor explaining why
ISIS would be a good fit for you.
Prompt:
Alongside your application please describing a time you resorted to
extreme violence or propaganda to overcome a hardship or struggle.
Qualifications:
- Applicant must be free of diabetes, asthma, allergies, or anything
that may allude to an overall lack of athleticism
-Obedient demeanor
- A GPA of a 2.0 or less
- Comfortable working with Excel, Microsoft Word, Twitter, and
Instagram.
“Yeah..I saw them at the career fair and I wasn’t really sure how I felt
about them telling me to become a Jihadist,” Paul Smith said. “But..
then they gave me a sticker.. so I think I’m gonna apply.”
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Seattle sees major setback in bringing back Sonics
B y L u k i e C row l ey
The fans of the Sonics are shocked. A meeting on
Monday, May 2 for the Seattle City Council put a halt
to the hope that there would be an NBA team back
here in the next five years.
The meeting discussing on whether Occidental
Avenue should be vacated so the group led by hedge
fund manager Chris Hansen could start building an
arena came to conclusion that it would be rejected as
the vote went 5-4 against. Going into the meeting it
was expected it would be at least a 5-4 vote for the arena
and maybe even 6-3. That did not happen. Hansen’s
group now has to search for alternatives in where the
arena could be built, but that process could be long.
Where could the new arena be built? Bellevue?
Everett? We simply do not know. It seemed like a nobrainer considering the fact that they were approving a
sale of $20 million for the street to the city and the land
that was not even considered to be industrial.
The worry was that the Port of Seattle would lose
jobs because of the arena being built. The arena would
have created jobs as well but the council decided they’d
rather keep the jobs now than the ones that might
come in the future.
Ever since the Sonics left back in 2008, Seattle has
been starved of a professional basketball team. Fans
were left shocked at the fact that the NBA let a team
that had been in Seattle for over for 40 years be simply
taken away. A city that was ranked in the top 15 as a
TV market was replaced with one that sat at 45.
Just a few years later, in effort to bring a team back to

Seattle, a group led by Hansen nearly took Sacramento’s
team. Commissioner David Stern, in the end of his
career, would not let that happen. Hansen still had a
plan, but it was one that was going to take longer.
He first bought land in downtown Seattle to start the
process for building an arena, but up until now faced
several barriers to break ground on the ground. With
the Key Arena not being a viable long-term option,
building an arena was crucial for acquiring a team
either through expansion or relocation. Expansion
stands as the most likely option right now and for the
NBA to give true consideration to such a strong market
like Seattle, they must have that arena built. Now, with
the rejection of vacating the street we are at a standstill.
We might not see a team in Seattle for another decade.
That hurts.
The pain of not having a team for eight years does
not just disappear and will always sting. Senior Brian
Schoening (Bellevue, Washington) explained what it
felt like to have the Sonics taken away.
“My immediate emotion when the Sonics left was
anger, and disbelief. The Sonics had always been a part
of Seattle, and I couldn’t believe that they weren’t going
to be in the city anymore. As time went on, the primary
emotion I feel is disappointment that I didn’t take
advantage of having a team in Seattle more than I did.
I only got to experience Key Arena for an NBA game
once, in either 2004 or 2005, and I wish I had gone to
more,” Schoening said.
The future of the NBA is clouded now.

Looking back on 4 years

Trail writers Nick Nestingen and Zal Robles go through their time as Logger athletes
By Nick Nestingen and Zal Robles

NICK: Well Zal, I can’t believe how fast these past four years have gone. We strike up a conversation with some of them. I could never have had a community
are officially retired athletes!

ZAL: Seriously, and I used to think that the grueling workouts would never end.
Now I am a has-been looking for something to do after class.

like this at a bigger school or even if I didn’t play sports here. For that I am truly
grateful.

ZAL: And that is the biggest part of playing sports that I will miss the most.
There is no other situation I can think of where you immediately have a group of

NICK: It feels like the days are longer with how much more time I have in the friends without having a conversation. The nice part about sports though is that
afternoon! But for all the work and time we put in there was some truly special
experiences we had from being a student athlete here. What do you think your
favorite memory is during your athletic career here?

ZAL: Getting back to campus from our win against Whittier our sophomore

year in football has a special place in my heart. But for me my favorite moment
had to be qualifying for conference this year in the 400 hurdles. That race was
just a vindication of all the hard work I had put in the previous four years. As an
individual who participated in football for four years, what was the biggest takeaway that you had from the sport?

it creates friendships for people who don’t even play sports anymore. Sports is a
subject that brings people closer together because it is a conversation that is never
too controversial to talk about. So now that you are retired are you going to try to
replace Skip Bayless at ESPN?

NICK: I’ll never say never but that’s not my goal in life right now. Sports has
ruled everything I do for the first 21 years I have been on this planet. I’m excited
to pursue something new. I will always follow sports and hopefully keep playing
them recreationally but right now I want to see if there is more in life for me.
What will your relationship with sports be like now that you are retired?

NICK: That’s a great question. I’d say that playing football here not only taught ZAL: The first thing I am going to do is go home and sell my inheritance of
me how to work hard, but how to really have fun doing it. I will miss the summer
days where I woke up in the morning, lifted for a couple of hours, went home and
relaxed and then went back out at night and threw routes with my teammates. A
lot of times in the past putting in the work felt more like a chore. When I learned
to embrace the grind I learned to love the sport so much more. I look forward
to applying this mentality to my future career, whatever it may be. How do you
think sports changed you for the better?

ZAL: Sports and I have a complicated relationship, as I have been playing

organized sports since I was 4 years old. But the most important thing sports
have done for me is taught me how to work hard and persevere, while socializing
with a group of people that I typically would not associate with. All of my closest
friends, including you, have come about from sports.

NICK: I love that you bring up that point about the friendships you’ve made.

baseball cards my father invested my college funds in when I was a baby. And
second I am going to keep stating correct hot takes that people should listen to.
As a player I am slowly transitioning to golf. Hopefully by the end of the summer
I will be able to shoot under a 120. You should at least give the University of
Puget Sound campus one last hot take about Logger Athletics.

NICK: During these four years I have watched the enthusiasm and resources
for athletics at the University of Puget Sound grow and become some of the best
in the Northwest Conference. With the improvements to the athletics center
along with the phenomenal education we receive here I think that more and more
high school athletes will want to come to this school. I might be a little biased but
I think that our senior class has laid the foundation that will usher in the golden
era of Logger athletics over the next decade. With this being our last article I’m
sure you have one last quote for our readers about your time as a college athlete?

Playing football here gave me 80 friends as soon as I first stepped foot on campus. ZAL: Enjoy every moment of being an athlete because in five years after
Everyday at the SUB I have a group of people to eat with. Every weekend I go out graduation your knees will not work as well as they used to. Roll Logs!
I know I’ll see tons of people that I can have good conversations with. Wherever I
walk around campus, I’ll almost certainly be saying hello to several teammates or
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Local rapper releases unapologetically honest EP
Up and coming rapper Michete has got some “cool tricks”

By Georgia Gustavson
When asked to introduce herself, 24
year old rapper Michete simply said,
“Well, I’m Michete, I unfortunately live
in Spokane, Washington. I’m a rapper
and producer, and I have a lot of cool
tricks.” And according to the music
world, that is turning out to be true.
Having just freshly released her secondever EP, “Cool Tricks 2” on various online
music platforms, she is already getting
8/10 reviews in Spin magazine and being
called “the worst queer rapper you need to
listen to” by Pitchfork media.
Loud, abrasive and unapologetic,
Michete’s music prides itself on
indulgence in bad taste. The hardhitting beats combine the camp of
early Eminem, simple sugary robot pop
melodies and production that sounds as
big and heavy as any hip hop that could
be played in an arena today, creating
a perfect pairing for Michete’s quick,
aggressive wit and hilarious punch lines.
The “queer” and “Qrappy rap” labels come
from Michete’s own transfemme identity
and presentation, with her lyrics being
as blatantly androgynous as her own
glammed-out look that combines skinny
jeans and baggy flannels with long black
wigs and heavy makeup. Her diss tracks
and stories of hookups gone awry are
rude, profane and constantly questioning
the gender binary, seemingly not because
Michete is out to have some sort of
social-political agenda, but because this
is her life, in all of its messy, queer glory.
Though like many artists Michete is
reluctant to pin herself down, she was
quick to describe her music as “bratty
hip hop.” Her songs are brimming with
pop culture fueled punch lines like “These
dudes stay faking / So they ain’t visible,
call ‘em Clay Aiken”, and she unabashedly
calls herself “the rap game Kimmy
Gibbler,” the sitcom Full House’s bubbly
neighbor character, with a snarl. Her

music’s angry, it’s absurd, and it works
because it doesn’t sound like it’s out to
please or manipulate. The unapologetic
nature of the music shows that ultimately,
Michete’s first agenda is to please herself.
Despite the music’s gusto, Michete has
a certain calm warmth about her, and
talks quickly with an edge of genuine
excitement. The goofy qualities of her
music align well with the videogame
themed tattoos all down her left arm,
but considering their permanence, she
considers them a very serious part of
herself. Looking like a self proclaimed
“glam rock anime villain” is campy and
fun, and also the side of her life that
has the most meaning. At the moment,
she works a part time restaurant job in
Spokane, and whenever “real life” isn’t
taking over completely, she’s working on
her music.
“I’ve always been a creative person
and a performer. In high school I did
theater, improv and talent shows, and I
always wanted to make music really really
badly, but I didn’t know how ... [playing
instruments] didn’t come naturally to me,
but my natural skill set and personality
just ended up forming into becoming a
rapper and I ended up being good at it,”
Michete said.
The music alone isn’t the full extent
of Michete’s creative outlet when it
comes to her career. With the help of
her friend and budding video director
Andy Wickwier, she has created several
music videos full of unique and funny
creative concepts; a fun necessity in a
digital age where image and free media
may be the best way to promote music. In
her new video “Squack,” one can see her
straddling someone in a chicken costume
before a colorful background while extras
play with squirt guns. Another video,
“Tricks (Gotcha!)” has cuts of her doing
a job interview gone bad while decked
out in green, while another has backing
dancers with bags over their heads in a
commentary on gendered objectification
that you could still watch while laughing.
“I try to come up with an interesting

concept or something that’s going to
be memorable because I don’t have any
money, so I’m not going to be able to
make anything that looks super amazing,
so me and Andy make up for a lack of
budget with ideas that make people want
to see [the videos] again,” Michete said.
Aside from portrayals of Michete and
the occasional duck or two, the videos
also show hints of their setting, Spokane,
a lifelong home that Michete finds
unwelcoming and describes as “full of
nonsense” and “surrealist white trash.”
In a couple of months, she plans on
moving to Seattle to restart her life and
have better access to resources to boost
her budding career. The press attention
she has been getting has been good
reassurance that she is on the right track,
but aside from the occasional moment of
being recognized in public by people who
run in similar circles anyway, she hasn’t
seen it have much impact on her life yet.
“It’s pretty bizarre, I’ve been in Spin
[magazine] a few times now and I’ve been
in Pitchfork and NME so I technically
have fans all over the world, but I don’t
have enough for them to mobilize
themselves and get things done for me,
probably because I’m not playing shows
much ... I kind of figured people who get
written about on mainstream platforms
are successful and doing music as a
profession, which is definitely not me. I
definitely work at Pizza Hut and make
hardly and money off my music yet,”
Michete said.
Regardless, having music journalists
who genuinely believe in her work, and
support from friend and media darling
Shamir have provided her a boost of the
confidence that she really needs to keep
the momentum going.
“I think the best thing [to succeed as a
young artist] is to be fully confident in
what you are doing. I know it’s a cliché,
but if you’re not going to believe in it,
then no one else is going to either,”
Michete said.
That sort of confidence is what she thinks
allows her to let creative ideas flourish.

She emphasized the importance of being
okay with doing that, “even if they suck,
and you are going to do a lot of things
that suck in the process.” Eventually
something good rises from the dirt, but
not without the time, space and mental
work for it. Even when she is completely
consumed by other obligations, she
thinks it’s healthy to at least think about
new ideas every single day; keep an eye
out for punch lines, song titles, new beat
ideas that you can just sing into your
phone at any time. Since she just released
a new EP, her short term goals are simply
to move and then be able to play more
shows in the Seattle-Portland area, and if
she can manage, California.
“As far as anything beyond [some new
shows and EP promotion], I’m just
excited to continue growing the little seed
I have planted, to keep making new music
and surprising myself and everyone else
and just see where it goes because I think
I’m on to something,” Michete said.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHETE.COM

Last Day of Class Celebration: Explosion of the Arts
By Olivia Langen

GRAPHIC BY OF MADDY KUNZ

For many members of student media,
an entire year of work leads up to one
publication at the end of each semester.
Explosion of the Arts is a shared space
for the different publications to showcase
all of this work to the rest of campus. This
year, the event took place on Wednesday,
May 4, the last day of classes.
Campus student media that were
represented at the Explosion of the Arts
were Tamanawas, Crosscurrents, Wetlands,
Elements, Photo Services, The Trail and
KUPS. The media heads tabled outside of
the SUB with their final products, event
coordinator Vivien Jones said. The event
started at 12:00 p.m. on the last day of
classes.
“In the past, Explosion of the Arts has
been very under-recognized,” Jones said.
“It was always kind of tucked away in the
piano lounge, and nobody really knew
about it. It’s sad because students spend
all year working on these publications.
Elements, especially, just switched from
printing twice a year to once a year. So,
I’m hopeful that people will recognize all
of the hard work student media put in
this year.”
Jones is an ASUPS Senate member
in charge of Student Media. She is the
main coordinator for these last day of

class activities, with help from Dean of
Students Marta Palmquist Cady.
In addition to the student media
showcase that is Explosion of the Arts,
CHWS and Student Development hosted
the “De-stress fest” in the Rotunda. This
event involved group coloring, massage
therapy, as well as therapy animals.
There were food trucks located on 15th
St. outside of Diversions. In Karlen Quad,
Pops on the Lawn occurred as usual. The
film “The Hunting Ground” was also
shown in Rausch Auditorium.
The events closed with the end of year
concert, which was free to UPS students
this year.
The end of year concert featured Tacoma
artists Yodi Mac and Cemm Rishad. It
was originally to feature Kehlani, but she
was unable to perform so the concert was
restructured.
“It’s really a whole day at the end of
classes for the whole campus to celebrate
all the great things the media has done,
de-stress and eat good food,” Jones said.
“I think this could turn into a great
tradition.”
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Students lead intellectual
salon on color
B y D a n i e l Wo l f e r t
It was eight years ago that Elise Richman, associate professor of art and art history, and Dan Burgard, associate professor
of chemistry, met and discovered their mutual fascination with color. Yet it was not
mere light or pigment they were interested in, but rather the context in which color
lives – its place in art and fashion, its religious associations, and its physiological significance, among so many other things. It
was for this reason that, for the first time,
the two professors have spent the semester teaching Connections 375: The Art and
Science of Color.
“[The focus of the class] is on intersections
between disciplines and color – so how do
we see? How is color labeled, organized?
It involves physics, biology, ecology, digital
color, subtractive color, just color, color, color!” Richman said.
It was for this class that the Art|Sci Salons – a series of monthly salons that bring
guest artists, Puget Sound faculty, and other University community members together to discuss the intersection between the
arts and sciences – hosted The Art and Science of Color, a salon that occurred in Kittredge Gallery on the evening of Thursday,
April 21st. Across the span of an hour, eight
groups of students from the class came forward to give a presentation on some biological, psychological, and cultural perspectives on one of eight different colors: black,
white, red, blue, yellow, orange, violent, and
green.
“My part [of my group’s presentation] is

on correlations with music and the synesthesia of composers such as Messiaen, who
would actually write in colors in his score
because his synesthesia was bi-directional; sound was color and color was sound,”
senior and member of the class Brandon
Schneider said. “I’m talking about [composer] Michael Torke’s Purple and seeing
how the musical attributes could be related
to the color – clarinets, dark tones.”
The examination of Michael Torke’s
Purple, part of a suite of orchestral music
wherein each movement musically portrays
his experience with a color through his synesthesia, is an example of one way in which
students have interacted with the color they
were assigned.
“We were assigned our color but we had
to pick what aspect of this color we wanted
to talk about, because everyone in this connections class comes from different backgrounds,” Schneider said. “We’re all going
to be talking about something different.”
One student presenter for the color green
spoke to the audience of the wealth of research concerning emotional responses to
the color, many of which indicate the powerful effect that it has on how people perceive green in art, advertisements, and nature.
“I looked deeper into the psychology of
the color green, and I found a pretty cool
study that was performed internationally
in Germany, Mexico, Russia, Poland and
the U.S.,” the presenter said. “Individuals
were given a word and asked which emotion it made them think of, and interestingly enough, the U.S. was the only nation that
associated the color green with envy, and
none of the associations associated the color with jealousy – which I think is odd, be-

cause envy and jealousy are essentially the
same thing.”
Another student presenter, speaking about
the color red, explained ways in which the
emotional effects and associations with the
color lead to changes in mating behaviors.
“There was a study done several years ago
which examined the role of red in mating displays, and the researchers found
that there were six cases of the red winged
blackbird being preferred over a common
yellow ancestor, and what I mean by that
is the redder the display that the male had,
the greater preference that the female had
for that bird. That kind of signifies that
these more intense displays were indicators of greater blackbird health, and therefore more preferred by the female, and thus
a greater desire for her to invest her energy
in this male.”
Although this is the first time that this

class has ever been taught, it is not the first
salon of its kind. The Art|Sci Organizing
committee, comprised of faculty members
Richman, Siddharth Ramakrishnan, Suzanne Holland, and Peter Wimberger, has
organized several salons across the past two
semesters alone. This includes such salons
Ice and Climate Change this past January,
which examined artistic expressions of the
polar regions in relation to global warming,
and HIV Among Trans Women of Color, a salon created in conjunction with Art
AIDS America exhibit at Tacoma Art Museum.
Although the students of Connections
375 do not have artwork displayed in Kittredge Gallery, there is a possibility that
they will display a final artwork project at
the end of the academic year.
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Celebrating Earth Day with box castle
B y C o u r t n ey S ey l

Last week Sustainability Services celebrated Earth
Day with the 3rd annual Box Castle. Stacks of
cardboard boxes were piled in Marshall Hall as a visual
representation of the amount of waste our campus
accumulates in just two months.
The use of a Box Castle was inspired by other
universities. “Cardboard box castles are built by many
schools across the country, so we actually got the idea
from them. The box castle came to Puget Sound in
2014 and was built in Oppenheimer courtyard. Last
year, we moved to Marshall Hall to increase visibility
and control for non-ideal weather,” Marcella Heineke,
a Field Lead in Sustainability Services, said.

To gather all the boxes they need, Sustainability
Services collects boxes in the two months preceding
the event. Heineke says that the box castle “provides a
way for the community to get involved in sustainability
in a fun way by helping us build the castle.”
“Once the box castle is over, we collapse all the
boxes and offer them to students to use for move-out,”
Heineke said.
How can students reduce their waste? Heineke says
that there are few things students can do: “First, limit
the amount of shopping online you do. Not only do
they use a lot of cardboard boxes, but all the inside
packaging as well. If that cannot be avoided, then
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reuse it! Save packing peanuts and boxes to reuse in
the next package that you send.”
Students can get more involved in Sustainability
on campus by joining one of the many clubs on
campus that works closely with them: Garden Club,
Hiveminders, Surfrider, ECO, or PSO, or by joining
and working for Sustainability Services.
For more information about Sustainability
Services visit: http://www.pugetsound.edu/about/
sustainability-at-puget-sound/

